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Abstract. Let f-.S"^-1 ->■ S" and form the complex V(f) =

5" v Sk U/+[in,ij.] en+k where it£TTt(S{) is the canonical generator

and [ , ] denotes Whitehead product. The complex V(f) is a

Poincare duality complex. Under the assumption that / is in the

stable range we show that V(f) has the homotopy type of a smooth,

combinatorial or topological manifold iff the map/lies in the image

of the O, PL or Top /-homomorphism respectively.

Let 7rf denote the stable homotopy groups of spheres and suppose that

<p e 7Tk_y. We may represent cp by a map f:Sn+lc~x —*■ Sn, and form the

complex X(f) = S" Ur en+k. By studying the complex X(f) we may often

detect that cp ̂  0. For example in this way one may study the Hopf

invariant, ec-invariant, etc. [1], [2], [9]. We may also form the complex

v(f) = s» v & u/+[In,t] e»+*

where it e -n-fiS*) is the canonical generator. The complex V(f) is in fact

a Poincare duality complex, and it is therefore to be hoped that by asking

questions about smoothing V(f) we may discover information about the

element cp and vice versa. The present note is devoted to a small stab in

this direction.

Our main result is the following:

Theorem. Suppose that cp e 7rf_x. Represent cpbya map f: S^-1 -> Sn'

n » k, and form the complex

V(f) = S»vS« U/+[!n,t]

Then V(f) has the homotopy type of a closed topological, combinatorial or

smooth manifold, iff cp lies in the image of the homomorphism JTop, /pl or

J0 respectively.

We make no claim for originality for the preceding theorem. The

result should be well known on the basis of the results of [5], but it does
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not seem to be. Perhaps there is some interest in rephrasing the results of

[5] so as to apply to modern smoothing problems.

If V(f) actually admits a homotopy smoothing, then it bounds as a

smooth manifold. However, if V(f) admits a homotopy almost complex

structure then it is possible to calculate ec(q>) e Q/Z by studying the

natural map V(f)-*-X(f) and its Todd character (see for example [7]).

It would be of interest to define an invariant of Poincare complexes which

applied to V(f) yielded ec(cp) or the Hopf invariant of cp.

We turn now to the proof of the preceding theorem. Let us denote by

BF the classifying space for spherical fibrations. Recall that there is a

natural isomorphism v% ̂  w^+1(BF). Thus we may represent cp by a map

g:S* —»■ BF. This map determines, with n y> k, a spherical fibration

m
sn "I

with fibre Sn.

Proposition 1. With the preceding notations, E(g) and V(f) have the

same homotopy type.

Proof.   First we consider the exact homotopy sequence of tt. We have

since n » k. Hence there exists a e Trk(E(g)) such that 7^(0-) = 1 £ tt^S10).

By the covering homotopy theorem we may find a map s:Sk-+ E(g) that

represents a £ 7tk(E(g)) and is a cross-section to 7r. Thus we receive a map

Sn v Sk ^ E(g) from s and the inclusion of a fibre Sk <-> E(g). Therefore

E(g) has a cell structure

E(g) = SnM Sk u„ en+k.

By the Hilton-Milnor theorem [3],

Tr^iS" V^) = Z© ir^iS") © 7^+^(5*)

where the infinite cyclic summand is generated by the Whitehead product

[in, y. Therefore

H = m[in, y + a + ß

where m £ Z, a £ irn+k_1(Sn), ß £ ■n-n+k_1(Sk). The Gysin sequence for the

fibration 7r: E(g)    Sk shows that the cup product induces an isomorphism

u:Hk(E(g); Z) ® H"(E(g); Z) -> Hn+k(E(g); Z).

Therefore, by a theorem of James [4, (6.2), (6.3)], m = ±1. Since
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s: Sn c_> E(g) is a retract ß = 0 and so we may assume

and it remains to compute a. To this end let to: Sn x -> 5'n be the

adjoint of the map
dg-.S*-1 -* F(n) = Map (S*, Sn)

where d:Tr^(BF(n)) -> 7t*_i(F(k)) is the natural isomorphism. Let

//"(co): S"-*-* -U- be the map obtained by applying the Hopf con-

struction to co. It is known that under the usual isomorphism of 7rf with

7T^(F) that H(co) = cp e 7rfLj (recall we are in the stable range since n » k).

The work of James and Whitehead [5, 3.9] as modified for spherical fibra-

tions shows a = ±H(co). Since we are in the stable range this means that

/: Sn+k —> S" may be chosen to represent a and therefore

/" = [»'«, h] + If]
which yields the desired conclusion. □

Proposition 2. With the preceding notations V(f) is a Poincare duality

complex.

First Proof. This follows from Proposition 1 and the Gysin sequence

of the spherical fibration E(g) JL, Sk. □

Second Proof. This is a special case of the theorem of James [4]

already cited. □

The following result is an analog of a result of Spivak [8, 7.6, 8.3],

Proposition 3. With the preceding notations, the first obstruction to

lifting the Spivak normal map [8] v: V(f) -+ BF to 5Top, BPh or BO is

the coset of cp in 7r*/Im ,/Top, 7r*/Im./pL or 77-f/Im J0 respectively.

Proof. As the proofs in the three cases are similar we present the details

for the smooth case only. We are concerned with the lifting problem

BO

V(f)^^BF

By standard obstruction theory the first obstruction to constructing the

indicated lifting lies in

Hk(V(f); ^(F/O)) n^F/O).

Denote this obstruction by 0(f). Let

77,(50) _WBF) _> tt^F/O)
Jo a
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be a portion of the homotopy exact sequence of the fibring

F/O -> BO BF.
Let*

y>:H«(V(f),Z) -* H"+k(V(f); n^S*))

be the cohomology operation defined by Kervaire and Milnor in [6].

If en e Hn(V(f);Z) is a generator then clearly ipen = [/] e 7rf_x where we

have identified

H«+k(V(f); *^(S*))    »^(5*) ^ «£,

by the universal coefficient theorem and Freudenthal suspension theorem.

Let fk(f) e Hk(V(f); 7r^_x) be the unique class such that

V(c) = c U y>k(f):ceHn(V(f);Z).

Then our above computation shows that y>k(f) = [f] = <p £ where

we have again identified Hk( V( f); irf-f) ^ ■n%_l. Let

^:Hk(V(f); rrtx) - H*(F(/); «w(F/0))

be the map induced by the coefficient homomorphism

A:t7,(BF)=       ^ ^(F/O).

According to Spivak [8, 8.3], A^H/) = 0(f). Identifying

Hk(V(f);n^1(FIO)) = nk_1(FlO)

and reflecting on the exactness of the sequence

77,(60) TT* , _> 7TM(F/0)
Jo A

yields the desired conclusion. □

Proof of Theorem. As the proof is similar in the topological, com-

binatorial, or smooth case we give the details for the smooth case only.

Suppose that tp e Im {J0:tt^(BO) —>■ rr^}. Then we may assume that

g:Sk-+ BF factors through BO as follows

BO

•Z\
Sk——>BF

1 Suppose that I is a finite complex satisfying H'(X; G) = O.r < i < s for all

coefficient groups G, where 2 < r < s — 2. The operation [8] y>: H'(X\ Z) -*

H'(X; nr+a_1(ST)) is defined by y>(x) = the first obstruction to the existence of map

a:X    Sr such that o-*(7) = x, where i 6 Hr(S';Z) is the canonical generator.
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The spherical fibre space ir:E{g)^>- Sk has therefore the fibre homotopy

type of the sphere bundle with stable classifying map G:Sk-> BO. Since

Sk is compact we may replace BO by a smooth closed manifold. The map

G may then be smoothed in its homotopy class so that E(g) has the homo-

topy type of the total space of a smooth sphere bundle over Sk and hence

E(g) is of the homotopy type of a smooth manifold.

Suppose next that V(f) admits a smoothing. Let V(f)—*- BE represent

the Spivak normal fibre space of V(f). From smoothing theory it follows

[10] that there is a factorization

BO

V(f)^^BF

and the result follows directly from Proposition 3. □

It is perhaps of interest to note that the manifolds V(f) admit maps of

degree d for arbitrary integers d. This answers in the negative a question

raised by M. Agoston at the 1970 AMS Summer Institute in Algebraic

Topology.

To construct a map <pd:V(f)—>- V(f) of degree deZ consider the

following diagram

d

T

Since we are in the stable range we have

d(f + [in, »*]) = df + d[in, y

and by the bilinearity of Whitehead products

(/ + Un,hWv l) = d/+ [din,y       d[in,y.

Therefore the preceding square commutes and so we obtain a diagram

wherein the rows are cofibrations

Sn+k~ > Sn V sk V(f)
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It is routine to check that cpd has degree d. If then [/] = cp lies in the image

Of Jo, Jpl, or /Top we obtain a smooth, combinatorial or topological

manifold admitting maps of arbitrary degree.
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